USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10004.14

Host CO_Bryant says:
The Artemis finally having returned to the right place and time is now on course for starbase after meeting the Richards and debarking the XO and CNS and embarking Kayan.

Host SergioAGM says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Artemis 10004.14>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CMO_Parker says:
:: still in sickbay, spinning mindlessly on the chair ::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::sleeping in the brig ....after being exhausted::
Ens_Bryn says:
::quietly turns and leaves the transporter room::
TO_Jury says:
CO: TO Jury reporting for duty Sir
CSO_McMer says:
::In quarters, asleep, mercifully for the neighborhood, I just turned over and the snoring has abated::
FCO_Teasley says:
::sitting in the big chair::
Ens_Bryn says:
::walks slowly toward Jason's quarters wondering why he was not there to greet her::
TO_Jury says:
::walks into turbo lift requests bridge::
CMO_Parker says:
:: starts to recall Lt.JG Hewitt, in the brig ::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::turns around in the chair and looks out the window at the stars as the Artemis moves peacefully through space:::
Ens_Bryn says:
::arrives at his door, hesitant.  What if...   Takes a deep breath and chimes::
TO_Jury says:
::TL door opens::
FCO_Teasley says:
::monitors course route to the SB::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::opens an eye::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::yells without turning around:::: COME IN!
TO_Jury says:
::exits TL and arrives at RR door, chiming::
CMO_Parker says:
Self: I wonder how he is doing?? :: stands up and slowly walks towards the turbo lift ::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::opens another and stretches::
FCO_Teasley says:
::turns to see the new meat for the grinder::
TO_Jury says:
::knocks on RR door::
CSO_McMer says:
<Chimes> Bryn: Cmdr. MacMer is sleeping, please leave a message.
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: Come in.
TO_Jury says:
::enters RR::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::looks around at the very familiar surroundings...:: Self: Yup...still in the brig...was not a dream... ::sighs::
Ens_Bryn says:
::frowns::  <computer>  He is what?
TO_Jury says:
CO: TO Jury reporting for duty sir
Host CO_Bryant says:
::;slowly turns around looking at the new officer:::
CMO_Parker says:
:: pushes button for TL, and waits, whistling ::
TO_Jury says:
::salutes CO::
CSO_McMer says:
<computer> Bryn: Cmdr. MacMer is off duty and is currently in sleep cycle.
CEO_Alarra says:
::walks into engineering and glances around for the officer she left in charge::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::raises an eyebrow:::
TO_Jury says:
::admires the eyebrow::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: how long have you been out of the academy?
TO_Jury says:
CO: 1 day sir
CMO_Parker says:
:: door slides open and the CMO steps inside :: TL: Deck 13
Ens_Bryn says:
<computer>  Indeed?  Well, you can just wake him up... he is late.
OPS_Hewitt says:
SEC: Hey...::calling the officer passing by as he made his rounds:: You think you can try to get the Captain to release me?
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks over a PADD::
Host SergioAGM says:
<Sec> OPS : You again? ::sighs::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: well you can relax a little bit, and please don't ever salute me again.
CSO_McMer says:
<Computer> Bryn: State command authority.
TO_Jury says:
CO: Thank you sir
Host SergioAGM says:
*CO* : Sir.. Lt. Hewitt is calling you again..
CEO_Alarra says:
:: spots him on the other side of the room, talking with two engineers::
Ens_Bryn says:
<Computer>:  Command authority my foot... ::grumbles and enters a code::
CMO_Parker says:
:: door opens again, and he walks down the corridor, past the security offices ::
TO_Jury says:
CO: My orders sir?
CSO_McMer says:
<Compuater> Bryn: Command authority not recognized.
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: report to Lt. Teasley and tell him that you are reporting in and then familiarize yourself with the tactical console.
OPS_Hewitt says:
SEC: ::frowns and smiles as the message is sent:: Thank you!
CSO_McMer says:
::MacMer's quarter's door opens::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::looks annoyed at the speaker:::
Ens_Bryn says:
<Computer>  How would you like to be an old fashion coffee pot?
Host CO_Bryant says:
SEC: very well tell him I know just where he is.
TO_Jury says:
<computer> please state location of Lt. Teasley
CEO_Alarra says:
::Makes her way over through the crowd of people working to get the ship in working order::
CSO_McMer says:
<Computer> Bryn: Please restate your request...
Host SergioAGM says:
<Sec> ::nods:: OPS You heard?
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::gets up and walks towards the door to the bridge::::
Ens_Bryn says:
::slips into the room and looks around::
CMO_Parker says:
:: walks into the Brig :: Sec: Hello, officer... How's our patient?
Host SergioAGM says:
<Computer> TO : Lt. Teasley is on the Bridge.
FCO_Teasley says:
::puts PADD away::
OPS_Hewitt says:
SEC: Tell the Captain...There's a problem and I'm requesting a LOA. And I need to depart soon.
TO_Jury says:
::walks to Bridge::
Ens_Bryn says:
<Computer> If I restate it, you will be one. ::looks around the darkened room::  Computer, lights.
CSO_McMer says:
::Cmdr. MacMer's room lights are low.  Jason is sleeping twisted around on his bed::
Host SergioAGM says:
<Sec> ::Shrugs:: CMO : As usual.. a major pain..
TO_Jury says:
::walks to FCO::
CSO_McMer says:
::Lights come up in MacMer's room, Jason is still sleeping::
TO_Jury says:
FCO: TO Jury reporting sir
FCO_Teasley says:
::hears someone coming::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: Hello Doctor. ::smiling a little more::
CMO_Parker says:
Sec: :: laughs :: Mind if i go in?
TO_Jury says:
::salutes FCO::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::walks on to the bridge and steps up behind the FCO::::
Host CO_Bryant says:
FCO: report Lt.
CEO_Alarra says:
EO: How are the maintenance crews coming along?
FCO_Teasley says:
TO: Don't salute me, let me see your orders
OPS_Hewitt says:
::backs away from the forcefield::
Ens_Bryn says:
::walks over to Jason and quietly speaks::  Hmm... you don't look very comfortable
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: We're on course for SB 185, sir
TO_Jury says:
::Produces orders and hands to FCO::
Host SergioAGM says:
<Sec> CMO : Be my guest.. ::draws his phaser, and drops the shield::
Ens_Bryn says:
::sits lightly down on the bed::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::smiles and wonders how long its going to be before the young officer stops saluting
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes the TO's PADD::
CEO_Alarra says:
<EO>: I've compiled a report for you, it's in on your desk.
CEO_Alarra says:
::smiles:: EO: Thanks.
TO_Jury says:
::arm aches from saluting::
Host CO_Bryant says:
FCO: very well carry on, don't go over warp five and make sure that all department heads are compiling lists for stores
CMO_Parker says:
Sec: There should be an easier way for this.... maybe I should submit to SFC? :: steps inside ::
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks over the PADD:: TO: Everything's in order, tactical is over there
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
Host SergioAGM says:
<Sec> CMO : Submit to SFC?
TO_Jury says:
FCO: thank you sir
CMO_Parker says:
Sec: My proposal for a better brig! :: laughs ::
TO_Jury says:
::walks to tactical position::
OPS_Hewitt says:
SEC: Think I'm gonna escape?..Mister, you can put that phaser away!
CEO_Alarra says:
:: Walks to office::
FCO_Teasley says:
TO: One more thing ensign
Gala says:
@::about to drum her fingers over the armrest of her chair, but suddenly decides it might not be a good idea::
TO_Jury says:
FCO: sir?
Host SergioAGM says:
<Sec> ::chuckles::
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks at him a moment and with a grin reaches over and kisses him::
FCO_Teasley says:
TO: Whatever you do, do not push that big red button
Flon says:
@::Glances at Gala and smiles::
Jasha says:
@::bored to no end::
TO_Jury says:
FCO: what does it do sir?
CSO_McMer says:
::Not yet awake, but reacting, putting my arms around Kayan...::
CEO_Alarra says:
:: Turns on computer and picks up the maintenance report::
FCO_Teasley says:
TO: Do I have to tell you?
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: So, how's my favorite Betazoid today? :: smiles ::
Gala says:
@::stands, and her graceful form moves over to Flon, as she smiles:: Flon: Do we have what we wanted?
TO_Jury says:
FCO: yes sir
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  Hey you... you going to wake up or sleep forever?  I should really be annoyed with you ya know....
TO_Jury says:
::suspects the button fires weapons::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: ::looks at the Doctor with a really strange look:: Doctor, you forgetting I know what you are thinking...::grins::
FCO_Teasley says:
::gives him a funny look::TO: That's the button that says "fire"
Flon says:
@::Looks up from the screen:: Gala: There's one on the scan now.
CSO_McMer says:
::Waking up, eyes opening, and seeing Kayan in his arms:: Bryn: Kayan!!!!  ::Gives her a big hug, and another kiss::
TO_Jury says:
FCO: as I suspected sir
Gala says:
@Jasha: Are you ready? ::smiles at the girl... she always looks bored::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Starts compiling a list for stores::
TO_Jury says:
::scans tactical systems::
Ens_Bryn says:
::giggles, returning the kiss till she is out of breath::  CSO:  Now that is more like a welcome.
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: Don't worry, I'm not thinking anything mean! :: pulls tricorder out of pocket ::
Flon says:
@::Hopes Jasha stays awake this time::
FCO_Teasley says:
TO: If it's what you thought, then there was no need to tell you, was there?
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Tactical scans on the bridge reveal slight fluctuation on a region of space the Artemis is going through.. Distances, 10LY and closing.
Jasha says:
@::gets excited finally something to do::  Gala:  Yes whenever you are
CSO_McMer says:
::Letting Kayan up for some air, taking a good look and noticing some differences, her time at the Academy must have been hard on her!!:: Bryn:  It's good to see your smile again!!
TO_Jury says:
CO: Tactical scans on the bridge reveal slight fluctuation on a region of space the Artemis is going through.. Distances, 10LY and closing.
Gala says:
@Flon: Then let's go over there. We have so much to do!! ::she sounds as delighted as she looks at the prospect::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Finishes downloading her work onto a PADD and gets up to take it to the bridge::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: This visit is pleasure...I'm not in the mood...And I need to get off the ship very soon...I'm requesting a LOA as soon as the CO can grant it.... and get me out of this awful cell.
Host CO_Bryant says:
ALL: I have the bridge!  Red alert.
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  It would have been better had someone been there to greet me ::frowns at him but with a smile of gladness in her eyes::
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes the helm::
CSO_McMer says:
::Thats par, just when Kayan gets here, red alert:: Bryn: Sorry, gotta run!
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO* Commander MacMer to the bridge.
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks up a the red alert::  CSO:  Figures
Jasha says:
@Gala:   Can I please try to figure out their security layout  I won't cause any damage this time
Flon says:
@::Smiles at Gala's excitement and maneuvers ship:: Gala: going now.
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: You too, huh? Seems like everyone wants to leave :: stares, thinking :: I'm going to go dizzy soon...
TO_Jury says:
::continues scanning tactical::
CSO_McMer says:
::Struggles to get up, luckily he wears pajamas to bed:: *CO*: Aye sir.
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: I'll be back once I have mourned my loss.
Flon says:
@Gala: In range any second now.
CEO_Alarra says:
::Hears the red alert and quickly moves to a console::
Ens_Bryn says:
::gives him a quick kiss and heads to medical::
CSO_McMer says:
:: Grabs uniform from over the chair and runs into bathroom to change.:: Bryn: Where are you assigned on the ship?
Gala says:
@::as the shape gets bigger on their screen, she smiles:: Jasha: I think we have learned enough from our past experiences... Just target them and fire the sleeping ray as soon as Flon says you can.
CEO_Alarra says:
::Glances quickly over the defense systems and motions to the EO::
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: That's great. Anyway, you're as healthy as can be. Is there anything else I can do?
Ens_Bryn says:
::stops at the door::  CSO:  Medical I believe.
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: I need more information about whatever's approaching us.
Flon says:
@::Turns the ship slightly:: Jasha: Now!
CEO_Alarra says:
EO: Keep damage control teams on standby. You know the list of priorities. I'll be on the bridge.
Jasha says:
@Gala:  Okay  ::with extreme enthusiasm::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: Yes..get me up to the CO.
CEO_Alarra says:
<EO>: Yes ma'am.
TO_Jury says:
::raises shields::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Leaves engineering with PADDs in hand::
Jasha says:
@::Firing sleeping ray::
CSO_McMer says:
Bryn: OK, see you here afterwards???
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: Is that Red Alert?
TO_Jury says:
::charges weapons::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Shall I drop out of warp?
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  Count on it....
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : The Artemis catches a ray coming towards it coming out of nowhere.
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: It is. I should get back to sickbay...
Flon says:
@Gala: A prime example. ::Grins::
Gala says:
@::tilts her head to a side, her eyes partially closed, as the ray is fired and the Artemis shines for a moment::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*Ens_Bryn*: would you join us on the bridge please?
CEO_Alarra says:
::Enters the bridge and moves to her station::
Host CO_Bryant says:
FCO: evasive action!
Ens_Bryn says:
::stops::  CSO:  I guess not.  Hurry up and we will go together
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: Where's my COM badge?
Ens_Bryn says:
*CO*:  aye sir.  On my way.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
CSO_McMer says:
::Stepping out of the bathroom, uniform basically on straight, just in time to see Bryn's back on the way out.  Also leaving a few steps behind her::
CSO_McMer says:
::Turning towards the turbolift:: Bryn: I'm really glad you're here!
OPS_Hewitt says:
SEC: Get me out of here....
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : As the Artemis gets hit, all the crew drops to the floor.. Sleeping soundly...
TO_Jury says:
::falls to floor::
Flon says:
@Gala: Direct hit. Jasha: Good shooting.
FCO_Teasley says:
::hits the floor hard::
CMO_Parker says:
:: falls to the floor, and hits his head on the forcefield...
CEO_Alarra says:
::collapses next to her chair::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::falls over hard::
Ens_Bryn says:
::finds herself asleep::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::snores quietly and serenely in the captains chair a little drool dribbling down his chin:::
Jasha says:
@Flon:  Thanks
Gala says:
@Jasha: Congratulations!! No casualties this time. Let's do what we came here to do ::claps her hands::
TO_Jury says:
::snores::
Flon says:
@Gala: Will only take another second or two.
CSO_McMer says:
:Suddenly sleepy, crumples to floor::
CMO_Parker says:
:: a small cut appears on his head, and blood pours out, very slowly. The doctor falls asleep ::
Jasha says:
@::smiles with pride::
Gala says:
@::nods, and has all their crew ready for what's next::
Ens_Bryn says:
::lying next to Jason::
Flon says:
@::Checks scans:: Gala: all asleep.
FCO_Teasley says:
::snores::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Several hours pass, before the Artemis crew begins waking up.. they are all in strange rooms.. Everyone that was together is together.
TO_Jury says:
::Awakens and looks around::
Ens_Bryn says:
::slowly begins to wake up::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Sees light through her eyelids and moves a hand to her head::
OPS_Hewitt says:
SEC: ::getting up:: What just happened...feels like I've been ran over by something..
Ens_Bryn says:
::stretches cat like::
CMO_Parker says:
:: head is throbbing :: Sec: What just happened ?
TO_Jury says:
::groggily stands up::
CSO_McMer says:
::Slowly waking up, seeing the strange surroundings, sudden worry for Kayan, then seeing her next to me::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Pushes herself into a sitting position, still without opening her eyes::
FCO_Teasley says:
::wakes up with eyes feeling heavy::
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks up at a strange ceiling and begins to mumble:: No.. no... no...
CSO_McMer says:
::Reaching over to Kayan:: Bryn: Hey, honey, you OK?
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::looks around and wonders how they got to this funhouse:::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Opens eyes and gasps at the room::
CMO_Parker says:
:: sees weird colors and the doc thinks he is still asleep, but his head still hurts ::
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees the rest of the people on the bridge::
Host CO_Bryant says:
All: Anyone have a clue as to where we are?
OPS_Hewitt says:
::looks around:: Sec: I didn't think you would get me out...but where are we?
CEO_Alarra says:
Self: Oh, this is normal.
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks around::CO: No sir
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks over at Jason and gives him a half smile::  CSO:  I am now...  I don't suppose you have any idea where we are?
TO_Jury says:
CO: No sir
CEO_Alarra says:
::Gets up and walks over to the doors and starts to examine them closely::
CSO_McMer says:
Bryn: Sorry, no.  I just woke up -- again...
CSO_McMer says:
Bryn: Last time was a lot more fun.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::wonders if his entire life is supposed to be an episode of the twilight zone:::
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: Is that you, Tom?
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : On the Larger room, from here after referred to as room 1, there seem to be some panels, and what look like chairs..
CEO_Alarra says:
::reaches up to touch one of the panels next to the door::
Ens_Bryn says:
::nods and starts to get up::  CSO:  Last time?  Oh... ::blushes::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : As the CEO's hand comes close to the panel, a white light comes out of it, swirling.. As she touches it, the door opens.
CSO_McMer says:
::Grinning at Kayan, then looking around the room...::
TO_Jury says:
::scans room with a tricorder::
CEO_Alarra says:
::jumps back a little:: Self: That was easy.
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Where OPS and CMO are, there is a large ball over their shoulders, and corny music can be heard..
Ens_Bryn says:
::begins her own inspection of the room::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: What is this place and where is it?
CEO_Alarra says:
::Glances outside of the room::
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees something that looks like chairs::
CSO_McMer says:
::Seeing what looks to be quarters, Jason gets up and starts to prowl around, opening drawers, looking under furniture:: Bryn: Any of this look familiar to you?
TO_Jury says:
::feels funky::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: What is that? ::finally noticing the Doctor::
CMO_Parker says:
:: finds the medical tricorder and scans himself ::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : The CEO can see a large corridor going forward
TO_Jury says:
CO: Sir the readings are distorted but their are significant power sources surrounding us
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  Not likely.
FCO_Teasley says:
::wonders if there's any doors::
CEO_Alarra says:
::steps out into the corridor...looking for clues as to where she is and where the rest of the crew can be found::
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: :: tricorder beeps :: I left a med kit some where... grab me a dermal regenerator... :: groan ::
Ens_Bryn says:
::walks over to the only door::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: what kind of power sources?  And what are they powering?
CSO_McMer says:
::Nodding to Kayan, follows her to the door:: Bryn: Shall we?
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks at a panel, examines it a moment and touches it::  CSO: Yep...
CEO_Alarra says:
::The corridor seems unending and she starts to jog::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : As Bryn closes the pane with her hand, the same thing that happened to the CEO happens to her, and the door opens
FCO_Teasley says:
::feels the walls::
Ens_Bryn says:
::peeks head out into hall way::  Hmmm....
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: I can't find it...!!!
TO_Jury says:
:: scans the power sources::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: This ball is making me dizzy....
TO_Jury says:
CO: they seem to be powering the panels
CSO_McMer says:
::::Peaking out into hallway, over Bryns head::  ALL: Hmmmm
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  OK... now what?
TO_Jury says:
::scans the panels::
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: I've got a cut, and severe forcefield burns...
CSO_McMer says:
Bryn: Time to explore?
FCO_Teasley says:
::finds a door and touches it::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : CEO comes to a shining ball of light.. Some markings over it suggest this is something.. For moving?
CSO_McMer says:
Bryn: Also, might as well touch all the bases....
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  I guess so... ::heads out the door::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::picks a chair and sits down looking around trying to make some sense of what happened.:::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : The corridors are Lime green..
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: Wait...I found it....there you go ::hands him the bag::
CSO_McMer says:
::Following Bryn:: *CO*: Cmdr MacMer reporting in.
CMO_Parker says:
:: tries to stand up, but can only do it very slowly ::
CEO_Alarra says:
::stops suddenly and walks towards the ball::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : CO can hear the CSO
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  This color.. is.. ummm.. interesting.
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: :: falls back down, and then grabs the kit :: Thanks...
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : As the CEO closes the ball, she dematerializes.. And rematerializes on another corridor..
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: Stay down..don't get up..I'm sensing something weird.
Ens_Bryn says:
::walks cautiously down the hall way::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO* From Where Jason?
CMO_Parker says:
:: opens the kit and grabs the regenerator, and activates it over his skull ::
Ens_Bryn says:
::mumbles::  From the inside of a lime?
OPS_Hewitt says:
~~~~ Can anyone hear me? ~~~~
CSO_McMer says:
::Nodding to Bryn:: *CO* Sir, Ensign Bryn is with me.  We have just stepped out of a room into a hall way.  None of this looks familiar.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Looks at the TO::: TO: use your tricorder to home in on his commbadge and give him directions to get to us.
CMO_Parker says:
:: puts the regenerator and takes some aspirin, and quickly feels better ::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : More Artemis crew start filling up the corridors, coming out of different door along the corridors
CEO_Alarra says:
::jumps away from the ball:: Self: Between this constant movement, my unexpected nap, and these colors...
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO* The TO is going to give you directions on how to get here.
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : They are clueless, like all the rest
TO_Jury says:
::homes in on the commbadge with the tricorder::
CSO_McMer says:
*CO*: Aye sir, we're standing by.
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: I'm trying to reach anyone telepathically.
CEO_Alarra says:
::tries to decide which way to go::
CSO_McMer says:
Bryn: I suppose we should stay in one spot till he's done?!
FCO_Teasley says:
::walks into a cooridor::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : TO can se that the CSO is about.... equivalent to 4 decks down, and 500 meters to the back of Room 1
CEO_Alarra says:
~~~~OPS: I can. Where are you??~~~~
Ens_Bryn says:
::stops and frowns::  CSO:  Must we?  Not much to see in one spot, besides other lost looking souls.
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: I'll try and reach some one non-telepathically :: smiles, and taps COMM Badge ::
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: Captain, please respond...
TO_Jury says:
CO: the CSO is approximately 4 decks below us and 5000 meters that way :: indicates back of room::
CEO_Alarra says:
::shakes her head:: Self: Great, now I'm hearing things...
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : On each of the corridors, at each end, there is a large ball, just like the one the CEO saw.
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: 5000 Meters?
CEO_Alarra says:
:: continues her slow jog, trying to figure out what to do::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: I'm getting something...hold on  ~~~~ CEO: I'm not sure... the Doctor is with me and theirs a big ball on top of us....::looks for a door:: Not sure if I can get out...I preferred the brig~~~~
TO_Jury says:
CO: affirmative sir
TO_Jury says:
CO: sorry sir that has changed to 500 meters
CEO_Alarra says:
::stops and smiles::~~~~OPS: I'm in a corridor...somewhere. Are you both alright??~~~~
Ens_Bryn says:
::walks over to a large ball at the end of the corridor::  Hmmm... CSO:  I wonder what this is.
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks at CO::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: ok give him directions towards us and tell him to collect anyone else that he comes across, use his observations to start a map of this place.
TO_Jury says:
CO: what if we ask the crew to stay put and then we can talk them to us
CEO_Alarra says:
~~~~OPS: I haven't made contact with anyone else from the ship yet, do you know if anyone else is down here??~~~~
CMO_Parker says:
:: crawls to Sec and scans him with the Med tricorder ::
CEO_Alarra says:
::continues to walk down the corridor::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Sec is still asleep..
CSO_McMer says:
Bryn: I don't know.  ::Seeing the other Artemis crew member coming out from door ways along the corridor;: Byrn: I'm going to get everyone organized here.
OPS_Hewitt says:
~~~~ CEO: Where are you ...no let me guess... ::lol:: lost like me and the Doctor... ~~~~
TO_Jury says:
*CSO* you are 4 decks below us
CEO_Alarra says:
::Runs her hand along the walls as she walks::
CMO_Parker says:
:: although asleep, the security officer shows no sign of injury ::
CSO_McMer says:
*TO* : Understood.  And how far away?
CEO_Alarra says:
~~~~OPS: Good guess. Do you have any idea where you are, anything that would help me find you?~~~~
Ens_Bryn says:
::examines the large ball, while Jason gathers up everyone::
TO_Jury says:
*CSO* that is approximately 4 decks
TO_Jury says:
*CSO* could you walk ten meters forward please
CSO_McMer says:
::While talking with the TO, checking people over, seeing noone is injured:: *TO*: What is my distance, linearly, to you?
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Artemis people are starting to get organized in groups, everywhere.. Now what?
OPS_Hewitt says:
~~~~ CEO: Look for lights and a big "ball" ~~~~
CSO_McMer says:
::Walking 10 meters back to Kayan::
TO_Jury says:
*CSO* 500 meters
CMO_Parker says:
:: tries to revive the Security Officer ::
CSO_McMer says:
*TO*: Copy, 500 meters.  We have a... light ball here.  Any idea what it does?
Ens_Bryn says:
::touches the ball::
CEO_Alarra says:
~~~~OPS: How descriptive. Ok, I'll keep my eye out...but this place looks huge. Are you trapped or can you leave the room??~~~~
TO_Jury says:
*CSO* no You are now further away from us
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : SEC is fast asleep.. No sense in waking him up from his beauty sleep..
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: He looks knocked out cold...::grabs his phaser::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Bryn is transported to another deck
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: Uh, mind if I take that? :: puts out hand ::
CSO_McMer says:
::Watching Bryn disappear:: *TO*: Never mind about the balls.....
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTIOn : Different people there, including the CEO
Ens_Bryn says:
::blinks::  Huh?
CSO_McMer says:
*Bryn*: Are you there?  If so, where?
OPS_Hewitt says:
~~~~ CEO: I'm not sure... thinking of blasting my way out with the Doctor in tow ~~~~
CEO_Alarra says:
~~~~OPS: I don't think that would be a good idea~~~~ 
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  There?  Well, that is a good question.
CEO_Alarra says:
::spots Kayan::
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks around::
CSO_McMer says:
*Bryn*: Well, at least you were only transported, and not disintegrated!!!!  ::Sigh of relief::
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks up to see the CEO::
CEO_Alarra says:
Bryn: Hey Kayan!! Over here!
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  You don't get out of that date that easily.  The CEO is here with me.
TO_Jury says:
*CSO* what happened when the ball was touched?
CSO_McMer says:
*Bryn* : Good.  Should everyone one here follow?
CSO_McMer says:
*TO*: Its seems to be a transportation device.
Ens_Bryn says:
::walks over to the CEO::
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  I think so.. give it a try.  At least it is not harmful and I would rather you here then there.
TO_Jury says:
*CSO* if you use it I may be able to track your position
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: I don't think you should use that... you still aren't fully recovered.
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: I'm gonna try to blast a whole in that wall ::aims and fire full blast::
Ens_Bryn says:
CEO:  Hello.
FCO_Teasley says:
::checks tricorder::
CSO_McMer says:
*TO* : Track on Ens Bryn's position for now.  I'm sending everyone through.  At least we'll all be together.
TO_Jury says:
::tracks Ens Bryns position
CEO_Alarra says:
Bryn: Hello. For a while there I didn't think I'd ever run in to anybody.
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: What are you doing? Put it down...
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : The life form identified as Bryn is approximately 2 docks down, 400 meters to the back, and 20 meters to the side of Room one
Ens_Bryn says:
CEO:  Well hopefully, others will be following.  Are you alright?   Discover anything interesting... other then green walls that is.
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Nothing happens as the phaser fire hits the wall
CSO_McMer says:
::Getting a couple of brave volunteers to touch the ball, attempting to contact each, after each attempt::
FCO_Teasley says:
::follows a signal::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: well at least they are moving in the right direction.
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : All the people who touch the ball are transported
CEO_Alarra says:
OPS: Yes, I'm fine, just a little...disturbed. I haven't found out much, you?
TO_Jury says:
*Bryn* you are now approximately 2 decks below us 400 meters from us and 20 meters to our side
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: See Doc...it's useless..this whole place is freaking me out!!! ~~~~ CEO: You found abyone yet? ~~~~
Ens_Bryn says:
CEO:  They need a new decorator.
TO_Jury says:
*Bryn* is there another ball anywhere?
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: Settle down! Let's take a look around.
CSO_McMer says:
::Ensuring everyone else will follow, Jason touches the light ball, and rejoins Bryn...oh and the CEO::
FCO_Teasley says:
::walks up to the TO:;
CEO_Alarra says:
::glances around:: Bryn: Yep, but I don't want to stay around long enough to see them get one.
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : The corridor where the CSO, CEO and Bryn are is getting way too much crowded::
Ens_Bryn says:
*TO*: Yes, there is.
CEO_Alarra says:
~~~~OPS: Yes, its seems I've found...everyone. It's getting kind of crowded up here.~~~~
Ens_Bryn says:
CEO:  I won't argue that one ::turns and looks at Jason::
CSO_McMer says:
::Seeing the glowing ball at the other end:: Bryn/CEO: Think we should try the other one?
TO_Jury says:
*Bryn* why not try transporting again?
Ens_Bryn says:
CSO:  Nice of you to join us.
CEO_Alarra says:
CSO: Why? Where do you think it could lead?
CMO_Parker says:
:: finds a ball, and realizes there is disco music, like the one from those ancient history lessons ::
Ens_Bryn says:
::shrugs::  CSO:  Well... at this point I guess so.  Though I am not looking foward to bouncing around the ship ::looks and feels tired::
CSO_McMer says:
::Grinning back at Bryn::  CEO: I don't know but its getting kinda crowded here.
Ens_Bryn says:
*TO*:  Looks like we will be trying just that.
CEO_Alarra says:
CSO: Might as well. Maybe we'll stumble upon the Captain
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees a panel and  touches it::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : There is only on door on the room the CMO, OPS and Sec are.. And it's on the ceiling, out of reach..
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: This ball is strange.
Ens_Bryn says:
::walks over to the ball at the other end of the corridor, winding through people::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : As Teasley gets his hand near the panel, several lights "rise from the panel" forming a sort of tridimensional hologram of lights.. Different colors::
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: It is. I remember these things. They are from mid-late 20th Century...
CEO_Alarra says:
::follows Bryn::
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees several light coming from the panel::
Ens_Bryn says:
CEO/CSO:  ready?  Here goes.  ::touches the globe::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: Yes they are... ::handing him the useless phaser::
CEO_Alarra says:
::moves to touch the globe::
CSO_McMer says:
::Detailing some of the people to do a complete search of this floor, and leaving orders to send through only as many needed to keep crowding down, Jason follows the two ladies...::
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: Thanks. :: slides phaser into belt holder ::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: What if you give me a boost up...I wanna grab that Ball...
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : CEO gets back to where she came from, the corridor has a big door, that opens to the room she started in..
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: You sure? I don't see any point...
CEO_Alarra says:
::groans loudly:: ALL: No, not again. This is really going to get old.
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks about the corridor::  CEO:  You know this place?
CSO_McMer says:
CEO: What was that?
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: I'm sure...
CEO_Alarra says:
Bryn: Yep, I started here.
FCO_Teasley says:
::touches the panel::
Ens_Bryn says:
CEO/CSO:  OK... how about if we head for the next one and see where that one leads... always going forward.
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: Whatever you want. :: makes a little cup with his hands and bends down ::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : A lot of people are on that room.. The same ones that where in Engineering when they all fell asleep
CEO_Alarra says:
::Points down the corridor:: ALL: not a very scenic route.
TO_Jury says:
::scans panels::
Ens_Bryn says:
::walks to the next one::  CEO:  decorator.. maybe that is what we are here for?
FCO_Teasley says:
::reaches to touch one of the lights::
CSO_McMer says:
::Follows Bryn::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: ::puts a foot in the hand-cup and pushes up:: That's it!!! Got it! ::grabs the ball almost hanging::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : TO Only picks up the same difuse power source..
CEO_Alarra says:
::walks back into the room::
CEO_Alarra says:
ALL: Should we get these people with the rest of the crew??
Ens_Bryn says:
::arrives at the next ball and touches it::
CMO_Parker says:
:: attempts to keep balance ::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : As the FCO touches a green light, a hologram is formed on the floor in front of him.. of stars and planets
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Bryn is transported to yet another corridor..
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Really hopes that someone doesn't push the wrong button:::
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees a hologram in front of him::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Bryn's lifesigns are now 7 decks down, and 50 meters forward of room 1
CEO_Alarra says:
::Sees Bryn vanish::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: Try to stay still!!!!
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks down the corridor and mumbles::  This is getting old fast.
FCO_Teasley says:
::touches a different light::
CSO_McMer says:
CEO: The halls aren't big enough.  Lets figure this place out the rest of the way and see where we need to send people to.
OPS_Hewitt says:
::sighs and tries to climb up::
Ens_Bryn says:
*TO*:  Do you have any idea where we are at the moment?
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: Are you ready to come down now?
CSO_McMer says:
CEO: Put someone in charge and follow.
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : As the OPS officer tries to come close to the light, it retracts to the ceiling, keeping out of his grasp, every time he tries
TO_Jury says:
*Bryn* you are now approximately 7 decks below and 50 meters from us
CSO_McMer says:
::Touching light ball, and following Bryn::
CEO_Alarra says:
::motions to EO::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::slips off and falls over with a loud thump::
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: :: looks up, and Hewitt falls over ::
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks back at Jason::  CSO:  I think we are getting closer.
FCO_Teasley says:
::touches a blue light::
CEO_Alarra says:
EO: You're in charge. Stay here unless it becomes dangerous to do so or no one returns. Then try to meet up with other people.
CEO_Alarra says:
::gestures:: CSO: Lead the way.
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: This is useless....someone is playing us...they are watching...I can feel it...
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: Well then, we better not make ourselves look like Idiots!
TO_Jury says:
::examines tricorder map of progress::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Bryn appears on one of the balls in room one, as the CSO and CEO go to another Corridor
Ens_Bryn says:
::finds herself in another corridor.  Waits for the others to come through::
CSO_McMer says:
::Looking up and down the corridor, but seeing no Kayan...:: *Bryn*: You there, somewhere?
FCO_Teasley says:
::touches a blue light::
CMO_Parker says:
:: grabs only tricorder in room - the med one and sets it to scan for lifeforms ::
Ens_Bryn says:
*TO*:  Where am I now?
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : As the FCO touches a blue light, the Hologram with the maps disappears, and a strange glow comes up on the middle of the room instead.. A view from space outside..
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  Well, somewhere.  Are you not coming through the sphere?
CEO_Alarra says:
::Looks around the corridor and frowns disgust:: CSO: They just keep getting worse.
Host CO_Bryant says:
FCO: anything that might equate with navigational controls?
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  I am here with others...
Ens_Bryn says:
::turns around to see them::  TO:  Never mind, I am right next to you ::smiles::
CSO_McMer says:
::Another sigh of relief!:: *Bryn*: Which others?
OPS_Hewitt says:
To anyone listening: WHO ARE YOU!!!! ::yelling loudly::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Let's see ::touches a red light::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : CMO catches all of the lifeforms around them.. Dispersed through the trdimensional space around them, but gathered in groups.
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : No reply to the OPS Officer
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  The captain, tactical and flight.
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: Anything?
FCO_Teasley says:
::waits for the action to happen::
CSO_McMer says:
*Bryn*: Ahh, any ideas on how and why you went there and I didn't when I tried to follow?
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::sits back and tries to figure out exactly what is going on:::
CSO_McMer says:
::Looking over to CEO, to include her in my question::
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : The red light turns the walls of room one to bright red...
CMO_Parker says:
:: looks to tricorder :: OPS: This is Odd. It's picking up lifeforms, but they are dispersed through tridimensional space, gathered together.
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:   I have not a clue.
FCO_Teasley says:
::touches the white light::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: I.....
Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : The OPS officer disappears, as the light reaches for it and touches him
Ens_Bryn says:
CO: Captain, reporting for duty... where ever this is.
Host SergioAGM says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 100004.14>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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